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	Subject	Text
	Faulty gate motor	It's a sliding gate, motor looks like a car wiper motor, I checked connections etc, seems to be fine
	Can I just replace the cog on motor ?	Hi,
Thanks for the reply...
Can I just replace the cog on motor ?
Or do I have to replace the
	












	Lasejet 3100 Error "Printer Motor Error"	I took my laserjet 3100 apart for cleaning due to multiple sheet feeding. I ran the machine before I
	Faulty Gate motor	My automated gate only opens halfway and stops, I noticed the low Battery led lights up. I replaced 
		I traced back to the input of the motor control IC (SIP #BA6209N) pins 5-6 and do not see a logic le
		:idea: Aaaahhhhhaaaaaaaaaaaa! I see now how the spindle motor could be the cause for the whole mess
	Free download Hyster B416 (J2.00XM, J2.50XM, J3.00XM manual	[url=http://www.freedownmanuals.com/index.php/2017/04/24/hyster-b416-j2-00xm-j2-50xm-j3-00xm-j3-20xm
		MECHANICAL ALIGNMENT IS POSSIBLY INCORRECT, EVERYTHING ON THIS MODEL IS DRIVEN FROM THE SLED MOTOR, 
	Hi, HeVi !! - Re: HP Laserjet 4L can you clarify ?	Hi, HeVi,
Many thanks for the advice but could you please clarify...
I'm sorry but I'm a bit thi
		Ok, Gotchya.
That is EXACTLY the same mechanism that was standard on numerous Denon DVD players. U
		Hi there,
great care must be taken by replacing laserunits. Mostly, and i mean
almost always, a 
	Car software for sale or exchange	Mercedes WIS/ASRA 07/2004 + SDFlashes 1cd +CRACK
Microchip technical Library 2002 2 cd
Microchip t
		Does the motor have the correct voltage across it's terminals while it is operating?
Is the gate s
	SONY MHC-VX333 need help...	i have a sony mini hi-fi component model mhc-vx333. the problem is the motor and the lens of the cd/
		hello. does anyone having any ideas or advice? anyone having any troubleshooting tips, or should i
	Ampex Quad Quadruplex VTR Head Wheel Assembly Wanted	Hi
I'm looking for a video head wheel assembly from an old Ampex quadruplex VTR such as VR2000, V
		Hi Minnie,
My Braun EP100 uses a mains cord plugged directly. ( No external pwr-supply. )
The ci
	












	Hi to you all newbee on forum would like some help please	Depends on the use but I would use a pulse width type like the one in the link below as the D.C moto
		Is now OK. Found that I had left one of the trillions of connectors unplugged under the CD changer u
	XBox DVD Drive	I got a ms25 samsung DVD drive I wanna trouble shoot. Ive went on xbox forums and its a bunch of ent
	samsung sv-dvd1ea don't open	this is combo dvd/vhs video.don't open the dvd's door.double sensor is o.k.when push the button open
	Tektronix 2465 service manual	I need this manual because I found, that in my recently bought used scope an IC on fan motor plate i
	Hello, will somebody help me fix a Sony TC-250A Reel deck?!	Been many years since I saw a reel to reel. Is the hum motor hum or mains?
First thing would be to 
	HP LJ4L Gear	No, Gear is part of main motor assembly and is not available separately.
Try The Printer Works fo
		[quote:0b7e708234="vtech"]Not familiar with the specific unit but sounds like you may have a spindle
	Onky DV-CP500 Changer Carosel won't turn	I have a problem with my Onky DVD changer. The carosel SOMETIMES will not turn unless I manually tu
		There are prolly 50 ways to do this,,,,,,Ist Question,,,,,What kind of Window??? like sliding (left 
	E04	This error is related to the drum motor. If the drum motor is not running or fails to servo during s
		used to work on many Sony's--don't recall anything specific on the cassette housing timing marks....
		it doesn't actually say no disc. i insert dvd, it indexs into position, spins up, stops, spins up, 
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